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Abstract:
Data mining is the process of analyzing enormous data and summarizing it into the useful
knowledge discovery and the task of data mining approaches is growing quickly, particularly
classification techniques very efficient, way to classifying the data, which is important in the
decision-making process for medical practitioners. This study presents the quantization and
validation (OQV) techniques for fast outlier detection in large size WDBC data sets. The
distance metrics utilization makes the algorithm as the linear one for various objects and assures
the sequential scanning. The inclusion of direct quantization technique and the cluster explicit
discovery assures the simplicity and the economical. The comparative analysis of proposed OQV
techniques with the triangular boundary-based classification and the Weighing-based Feature
Selection and Monotonic Classification (WFSMC) regarding the accuracy, precision, recall and
the number of attributes assures an effectiveness of OQV for large size datasets.
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1. Introduction
Outlier detection refers to the task of identifying patterns that do not conform to conventional
regular activities. Classification is defined as a process of assigning class labels to the instance
based on their feature values. The presence of anoutlier in the classification system causes a major
issue in the classified labels. It may create avery harmful effect on the classification system used
in the medical applications. Hence, outlier detection has emerged as an important task in the field
of data mining. The accuracy of the classification approach is affected due to the presence of
outliers and failure to correctly classify the data records. The outliers are categorized as invalid or
real. Real outliers are the observations whose actual values are different from the observed value.
Erroneous outliers are the observations that are distorted due to the misreporting errors occur
during the classification process.
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Feature selection algorithms are grouped into three, namely, supervised[1], unsupervised[2] and
semi-supervised[3] on the basis of labeling, un-labeling and partially labeling respectively. Multiview learning algorithms are applicable to analyze the presence of correlated and complemented
information on data. But, the selection of selective features via multi-view learning on single view
data is the challenging task. An unsupervised feature selection approaches are used to overcome
the problem in multi-view analysis. They utilizethe three information namely, data cluster center,
the comparison between data and correlation between different views. A rough calculation of
cluster labels introduced the noise due to the discrete nature leads to misguidance in feature
selection. Robust spectral learning employs in unsupervised feature selection for the improvement
of strength. In general, the data in high dimensional and a large space are labeled. The
synchronized explore of labeling and un-labeling of data difficult by using the unsupervised feature
selection approaches. Detection of the outliers is a critical task during the classification process
due to the following issues. Small subsets of data instances that are located proximate and sensitive
to the small changes in the attribute values resulting due to the switching of the classes. Variation
in the accuracy of the classification model due to the presence of outliers in a dataset. Also the
inability to correctly classify the data records near the boundary.
2. Related Work
The main objective of the outlier detection process is to isolate the observations that are
considerably dissimilar from the remaining data. Due to the dimensionality, detection of the outlier
in the high-dimensional data was a challenging task. Radovanovic et al[4]demonstrated that the
distance-based outlier method had produced more contrasting outlier scores in the high
dimensional data. This was done by reexamining the reverse nearest neighbors in the unsupervised
outlier detection process. However, the distance-based outlier detection method was highly
expensive. Angiulli et al[5]introduced a distributed method to detect the distance-based outliers in
very large datasets. Improved efficiency and scalability of the distributed method for the increasing
number of nodes was realized through the experimental results. Due to the potential quadratic time
complexity, the distance-based outlier detection technique was difficult to utilize efficiently in
very large datasets. Sequential and distributed algorithms were developed to address this problem,
by combining the indexing and disk block accessing techniques.
The proposed algorithms have shown significant improvements when compared to the state-ofthe-art distributed methods. Pham and Pagh[6]suggested a novel random projection-based
technique to estimate the angle-based outlier factor for all data points. The theoretical analysis of
the quality of approximation was introduced to guarantee the reliability of estimation algorithm.
The empirical experiments on the synthetic and real-world datasets have demonstrated the
efficiency and scalability of the proposed approach to very large high-dimensional datasets. A
novel outlier detection model was introduced to detect the outliers that differ from the normal
instances by considering the combinations of different subsets of attributes. The outliers in the
arbitrarily oriented subspaces of the original feature space were searched by using the proposed
model.
Inspired by the Local Outlier Factor (LOF), a density based outlier handling algorithm was
proposed. The minimum point of distance variance for every object was calculated for outlier
detection. The major drawbacks of the density-based clustering approach were the sensitivity of
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the algorithm with respect to the density of the starting object and inefficient identification of the
adjacent clusters of various densities. The computational complexity was also too high an
algorithm called as Anyout capable of solving anytime outlier detection was introduced. A
confidence measure for Any Out was proposed for the improved performance of the algorithm on
constant data streams. The diagnosis of disease and early prediction of stages of cancer required
the quality improvement in feature selection process. Sharma et al[7]designed the data mining
model by using Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN). The PNN based selection model improved
the accuracy and effectiveness of the treatment. The discovery of knowledge patterns in multiclinical categorization was an important process .Jacob et al[8]analyzed the various feature
selection algorithms namely, fisher filtering, runs filtering, stepwise discriminant analysis and
RELIEF on error rate minimization. The comparative study improved the decision-making process
in classification.
The simultaneous tracking of multi-level expressions of genes in the clinical data performed by
using microarray. But, high dimensional feature vectors in microarray provided the maximum cost
and risk in the over-fitting process. Kumari et al[9]presented the combination of filter and wrapper
approaches to obtain the best feature vectors in the microarray. The classification performance
dependent on input dimensionality. Hence, the feature selection process was enhanced to reduce
the dimensionality Bolón-Canedo et al[10]reviewed the characteristics of microarray data and the
selection methods applied to microarray data namely, Correlation-Based Feature Selection
(CBFS), RELIEFF and minimum Redundancy and Maximum Relevancy (mRMR). They
addressed the problems such as imbalance and the complexity. The task creation and the
formulation of rules for decision making involved in the data mining framework. The complexity,
size and variants of dataset made the conventional techniques were unsuitable in OD and OC.
Rajakumariand Pannirselvam[11]proposed the novel Triangular Boundary-based Classification
(TBC)that contained the training and testing algorithms to overcome the challenges in
conventional techniques. The incorrect classification instance rate was substantially reduced in
TBC. The deterioration of feature selection and classification performance occurs due to the
relevant or irrelevant feature and noise in the traditional algorithms. Rajakumari[12] proposed the
Weighing-based Feature Selection and Monotonic Classification (WFSMC) for relevant feature
extraction. This paper evaluates the performance of TBC and WFSMC under various performance
parameters. Outlier Quantization and Validation.
3. Methodology
The novel Outlier Quantization and Validation (OQV) techniques include the domain participation
and objects allocation. The proposed OQV includes following phases.
i. Quantization
ii. Outlier discovery
iii. Cluster discovery
i.

Quantization

The structure used for data storage realized by the hash table for fast access and dynamic
reconstruction. The hash-index formation from the concatenation of most significant bits (B). The
indexing method includes the following steps for mapping attributes validation. Scan the dataset
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(D) for candidate outlier cells discovery sequentially. Construct the index if the hash table key
identifies the relevant cell. Map the relevant object to the cell .Increment the count value in the
cell. The populated mapped cells and the count values are stored in structure (S).
The increase in precision and dimensionality will increase the number of cells exponentially as
(2𝑃∗𝑘 ) that increases the domain sparsity (same objects spread over the large cells). The static
memory allotted for array structure is not effective, since the knowledge of populated cells only
exists. The direct access instead of mapping is beneficial larger than the size and time taken.
ii.

Outlier Discovery

The potential outlier cells validation in storage structure provides the outlier objects. The cell
validation through the Nearest Neighbor (NN) search reduces the false positive rates. Moreover,
the quantization based on distance metric assigns the objects in the cell as the outliers. The
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
comparison of tolerance (T) with the domain count (𝑠𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛
) as a replacement for of cell count
reduces the false positive rates as follows:
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
𝑠𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛
= ∑{∀𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 : 𝑠 ∈ 𝑁𝑁}

….. (1)

The neighbor limit (N) defines the NN search radius and the value N=1 represents the cell is
bounded and N=3 denotes the cell in 3 distance from the target cell. The search is terminated if
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
𝑠𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛
> 𝑇 to provide the optimum value as in following algorithm.
Outlier discovery
Initialize the storage structure (S), tolerant value (T), neighbor limit (N), count (C)
For each d in D
I=calculate the index of d
Form the cell (c) according to the index value
If (c!=invalid)
If (c is unknown)
cknown=compare(S, I,T,N,𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 )
End if
End if
End for
Increment the count value (C)
If C>T then
Return false
Else
Return true
End
Initially, the storage structure (S), neighbor limit (N), tolerance value (T) are initialized. Then, the
index formation and cell formation according to the index is formed for each data in the large size
dataset. The comparison of tolerance and count value extracts the valid cell coefficient value. The
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count value is incremented if all the values are mapped for particular cell. Then, compare the
tolerance value with the count value and generate false reports if it is greater than the tolerance or
lesser than the tolerance value. The cell validation (either common or outlier) provides the valid
outlier cells for each object.
iii.

Cluster Discovery

The outlier cell lists construction and the validation is the major tasks in cluster discovery. The
algorithm for cluster discovery process is as follows:
Cluster discovery
Initialize the storage structure (S), tolerant value (T), neighbor limit (N), count (C)
For each d in D
I=calculate the index of d
Form the cell (c) according to the index value
If (c!=invalid)
If (c is unknown)
cknown=compare(S, I,T,N,𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 )
End if
End if
End for
Cluster (𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 )=new cluster of (S)
While iterator.next
Increment the target cell count (𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ) and the domain count (𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 )
If (𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 > 𝑇)
If (c=valid)
Merge (𝑠𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 , 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 )
End if
End while
Return true

The symbols used in proposed OQV technique and associated description is listed in Table I.
Table 1: Symbols and its descriptions
Symbols Descriptions
S
Storage structure
N
Neighbor limit
I
Index value
C
Cell
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
𝑠𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 Domain count
T
Tolerance value
C
Count
𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 Cluster of cells
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The known cell validation follows the outlier discovery procedures. The cluster of storage structure
is initialized with the value C. The comparison of domain count with the tolerance value offers the
best mapping of domain values with the cluster values. The quantization prior to clustering reduces
the complexity and enhances the simplicity of clustering process
The known cell validation follows the outlier discovery procedures. The cluster of storage structure
is initialized with the value C. The comparison of domain count with the tolerance value offers the
best mapping of domain values with the cluster values. The quantization prior to clustering reduces
the complexity and enhances the simplicity of clustering process.
4. Performance Analysis
This section discusses the performance of proposed Outlier Quantization and Validation (OQV)
on WDBC (Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast Cancer) Dataset regarding the number of attributes,
accuracy and precision and etc., If the predictions include a minimum number of false positives
and false negatives, the accuracy of the algorithm is rated as high. The True Positive (TP) is the
negative instances detected as outliers by the classifier, False Positive (FP) is the number of
instances that are incorrectly detected as outliers, True Negative (TN) is the number of the positive
instances detected as non-outliers and False Negative (FN) is the number of instances that are not
detected as outliers. Hence, the classification performance of the proposed approach is higher than
the existing algorithms.
TP-Negative instances correctly detected as outliers
TN-Positive instances detected as non-outliers
FP-Instances detected as outliers detection incorrectly.
FN-Instances non-detected as outliers
The comparative analysis between the proposed OQV techniques with the existing Triangular
Boundary-based Classification (TBC) and Weighing-based Feature Selection and Monotonic
Classification (WFSMC) provides the effectiveness of OQV.
i. Number of Attributes
The variation of number of attributes over the boundary-based feature selection and classification,
weighing based classification with the OQV conveys the applicability of OQV in real time data
set handling.
Figure 1 shows the comparative analysis of number of attributes required for boundary/weighing
based feature selection/classification and OQV techniques. For TBC and WFSMC, the no. of
attributes required for implementation is 15 and 12. The merging/mapping concept and the
quantization in proposed OQV techniques effectively reduces the number of attributes requirement
(11) and it offers the 26.67 and 8.33 % reduction in number of attributes compared to TBC and
WFSMC respectively.
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Figure 1: No. of attributes vs techniques
ii. Accuracy
The variation of accuracy over the boundary-based feature selection and classification, weighing
based classification with the OQV conveys that the proposed OQV has the higher accuracy.

Figure 2: Accuracy analysis
Figure 2 shows the comparative analysis of number of attributes required for boundary/weighing
based feature selection/classification and OQV techniques. For TBC and WFSMC, accuracy
values are 97.54 and 98.54 %. The merging/mapping concept and the quantization in proposed
OQV techniques effectively improves the accuracy value (99.1 %) and it offers the 1.59 and 0.57
% improvement compared to TBC and WFSMC.
iii. Precision
Precision is defined as the ratio of the number of true positives to the total number of true positive
and false positive. Lower false positive rate denotes higher precision value while the increase in
the false positive rate denotes the lower precision value. The variation of precision values over the
boundary-based feature selection and classification, weighing based classification with the OQV
conveys that the optimality and the validation/quantization mechanisms improves the precision
value.
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Figure 3: Precision analysis
Figure 3 shows the comparative analysis of precision of boundary/weighing based feature
selection/classification and OQV techniques. For TBC and WFSMC, precision values are 0.9541
and 0.9631. The merging/mapping concept and the quantization in proposed OQV techniques
effectively improves the precision value (0.988) and it offers the 3.55 and 2.59 % improvement
compared to TBC and WFSMC.
iv. Recall
The recall is also termed as sensitivity or true positive rate. It is the ratio of correctly predicted
positive instances. Improving the recall can often decrease the precision. The increase in true
positive prediction will increase the recall rate. The variation of precision values over the
boundary-based feature selection and classification, weighing based classification with the OQV
conveys that the optimality and the validation/quantization mechanisms improve the recall value.

Figure 4: Recall analysis
Fig. 4 shows the comparative analysis of recall values of boundary/weighing based feature
selection/classification and OQV techniques. For TBC and WFSMC, recall values are 0.9811 and
0.9925. The merging/mapping concept and the quantization in proposed OQV techniques
effectively improves the recall value (0.9998) and it offers the 1.91 and 4.73 % improvement
compared to TBC and WFSMC.
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5. Conclusion
The novel triangular boundary based classifications techniques, weighing based feature selection,
and distance-based techniques are proposed to overcome the limitations in the existing
classification techniques. This paper studied the conventional outlier techniques and their
limitations. The useful knowledge discovery and the task of data mining approaches is growing
quickly, particularly classification techniques very efficient, way to classifying the data, which is
important in the decision-making process for medical practitioners. This study presented the
Outlier Quantization and Validation (OQV) techniques for fast outlier detection in large size
WDBC data sets. The distance metrics utilization made the algorithm as the linear one for various
objects and assured the sequential scanning. The inclusion of direct quantization technique and the
cluster explicit discovery assured the simplicity and the economical. The comparative analysis of
proposed OQV techniques with the triangular boundary-based classification and the Weighingbased Feature Selection and Monotonic Classification (WFSMC) regarding the accuracy,
precision, recall and the number of attributes proved the effectiveness of OQV for large size
datasets.
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